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CALL #(ITEM)

AUTHOR

TITLE

005.1 ULLMA
128.5 TAYLO
150.19 CREWS
153.4 NYE

Ullman, Ellen
Taylor, Cory
Crews, Frederick
Nye, Bill

158.1 BARKE

Barker, Eric

289.73 SMITH

Smith, Jeff

303.6 KLEIN

Klein, Naomi

305.309 LEVY
305.5 TALES

Levy, Ariel

305.8924 BAUM
306.82 CATRO
306.84 CASHI

Baum, Devorah
Catron, Mandy
Len
Cashin, Sheryll

Life in code : a personal history of technology
Dying : a memoir
Freud : the making of an illusion
Everything all at once : how to unleash your inner nerd, tap
into radical curiosity, and solve any problem
Barking up the wrong tree : the surprising science behind
why everything you know about success is (mostly) wrong
Becoming Amish : a family's search for faith, community and
purpose
No is not enough : resisting Trump's shock politics and
winning the world we need
The rules do not apply : a memoir
Tales of two Americas : stories of inequality in a divided
nation
Feeling Jewish : (a book for just about anyone)
How to fall in love with anyone : a memoir in essays

320.53 MACLE

MacLean, Nancy

324.973 GREEN

Green, Joshua

327.73 HAASS

Haass, Richard

332 DESAI

Desai, Mihir A

338.7 EISIN

Eisinger, Jesse

338.927 HEAL

Heal, G. M.

362.41 TAYLO
363.37 KODAS
363.7387 GORE

Taylor, Alison
Kodas, Michael
Gore, Albert

364.164 HESSE
364.177 TONE
369.52 FORWA

Hesse, Monica
Tone, Joe
Forward, David

371 OSBOR

Osborne, David

428.4 BEERS
509.47 INGS

Beers, G. Kylene
Ings, Simon

539.754 SCHIL

Schilling, Govert

Loving : interracial intimacy in America and the threat to
white supremacy
Democracy in chains : the deep history of the radical right's
stealth plan for America
Devil's bargain : Steve Bannon, Donald Trump, and the
storming of the presidency
A world in disarray : American foreign policy and the crisis
of the old order
The wisdom of finance : discovering humanity in the world
of risk and return
The chickenshit club : why the Justice Department fails to
prosecute executives
Endangered economies : how the neglect of nature
threatens our prosperity
The life we got : Losing sight & gaining vision
Megafire : the race to extinguish a deadly epidemic of flame
An inconvenient sequel : truth to power : your action
handbook to learn the science, find your voice, and help
solve the climate crisis
American fire : love, arson, and life in a vanishing land
Bones : brothers, horses, cartels, and the borderland dream
Doing good in the world : the inspiring story of The Rotary
Foundation's First 100 years
Reinventing America's schools : creating a 21st century
education system
Disrupting thinking : why how we read matters
Stalin and the scientists : a history of triumph and tragedy
1905-1953
Ripples in spacetime : Einstein, gravitational waves, and the

551.51 KEAN

Kean, Sam

610 LEVIN

Levine, Art

613.7 STANL
616.87 GAMBA

Stanley,
Jessamyn
Gambaro, Jill

618.92 LATSO

Latson, Jennifer

641 SHAPI

Shapiro, Laura

641.01 SPENC
641.563 MULLE
658.4092 SINEK
741.54 POND
746.46 MERRI

Spence, Charles
Mullen, Seamus
Sinek, Simon
Pond, Mimi,
Merrill, RaNae

770.92 NADAR
808.02 MCCAN

Begley, Adam
McCann, Colum

818.6 PAUL

Paul, Pamela

909 DE BEL

De Bellaigue,
Christopher

916 GETTL

Gettleman,
Jeffrey
Lord, Walter
Chistyakov, Ivan

940.54 LORD
947.084 CHIST
947.084 SLEZK
954 GIDLA
958.104 BRENN
959.704 WARD
973.7092 STAHR
BIOGRAPHY KELLOGGS
BIOGRAPHY RUSHIN

future of astronomy
Caesar's last breath : decoding the secrets of the air around
us
Mental Health, Inc. : how corruption, lax oversight and
failed reforms endanger our most vulnerable citizens
Every body yoga : let go of fear, get on the mat, love your
body
The truth about carpal tunnel syndrome : finding answers,
getting well
The boy who loved too much : a true story of pathological
friendliness
What she ate : six remarkable women and the food that
tells their stories
Gastrophysics : the new science of eating
Real food heals : eat to feel younger and stronger every day
Find your why
The customer is always wrong
Free-motion mastery in a month : a block a day to machine
quilting success!
The great Nadar : the man behind the camera
Letters to a young writer : some practical and philosophical
advice
My life with Bob : flawed heroine keeps book of books, plot
ensues
The Islamic enlightenment : the struggle between faith and
reason : 1798 to modern times
Love, Africa : a memoir of romance, love, and survival

The miracle of Dunkirk : the true story of Operation Dynamo
The day will pass away : the diary of a Gulag prison guard,
1935-1936
Slezkine, Yuri
The House of Government : a saga of the Russian Revolution
Gidla, Sujatha
Ants among elephants : an untouchable family and the
making of modern India
Brennan, Thomas Shooting ghosts : a U.S. Marine, a conflict photographer,
and their journey back from war
Ward, Geoffrey
The Vietnam War : an intimate history
Stahr, Walter
Stanton : Lincoln's war secretary
Markel, Howard
The Kelloggs : the battling brothers of Battle Creek
Rushin, Steve
Sting-ray afternoons : a memoir

